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Abstract*
Turn planning is not well-studied in natural language
dialogue systems. The current version of CIRCSIM-Tutor
attempts to imitate humantutorial dialogue. It generates
comprehensible conversation but sounds unnatural. We
propose to add a turn planner to improve intra-tum
coherence by overall planning of variable references,
discourse markers, acknowledgments
and softeners. This
paper specifies the architecture of the turn planner, which
we believe will improvethe rhetorical structure in the
CIRCSIM-Tutor
domainto a reasonablelevel. Since the idea
is not domaindependent,it is potentiallyapplicableto most
natural language dialogue systems, especially Socratic
dialoguesystems.
Introduction
CIRCSIM-Tutoris a natural language-based intelligent
tutoring system in the domainof reflex control of blood
pressure. Tutoring sessions are organized around solving
problems. In the course of solving a problem the student
fills in a table with qualitative predictions of changesin
several physiological variables, then the tutor starts a
Socratic dialogue to remediate the student’s errors.
CIRCSIM-Tutor
is designed to imitate in simplified form
both the pedagogical and linguistic behavior of human
Socratic tutors.
In this paper we discuss issues of turn planning in
CIRCSIM-Tutor: how the various tutor utterances that
comprise a single dialogue turn might be combined to
produce more fluent dialogue.
CIRCSIM-Tutor
plans the tutor’s utterances as individual
sentences. Eachsentence realizes sometutorial or dialogue
goal, for example passing judgment on the student’s
answer, giving a hint, or asking the next question. Wehave
consulted transcripts of humantutors for guidance in the
planning process. The humantutoring transcripts are the
source of rules that determine the machine’s decisions on
issues such as what to teach next and howto teach it, how
to adjust the tutoring to various student responses, what
topics should be elicited from the student and what topics
should be ignored, and the language of individual
sentences. Howeverthe dialogue is generated one sentence
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at a time. As a result, it sometimes sounds unnatural.
Figure 1 contains a fi’agment of dialogue generated by
CIRCSIM-Tutorwhile in use at Rush Medical School in
November, 1998.
T: Whatare the determinants of Cardiac
Output?
S: hrsv
T: Correct, Cardiac Output is determined by
Heart Rate and Stroke Volume.
Whichdeterminant is dominantin this case?
S: hr
T: Sorry, the important determinant of Cardiac
Outputin this case is not Heart Rate.
The important determinant of Cardiac
Outputin this case is Stroke Volume.
HRdidn’t change yet.
Is the relationship from Stroke Volumeto
CardiacOutputdirect or is it inverse?
S: direct
T: Good,you got the correct answer.
Whatis the correct value of Cardiac Output?
S: 0
T: Sorry, the value of Cardiac Outputis
changed.
Consider the value of Stroke Volume.
Whatis the correct value of Cardiac Output?
S: down
T: Correct, the value of Cardiac Outputis
decreased.
Whatare the determinants of MeanArterial
Pressure?
S: co
T: Right, Cardiac Output is one determinant of
MeanArterial Pressure.
(etc.)
Figure 1. CIRCSIM-Tutor
Dialogue Without Turn Planning
Specifically
addressing some of CIRCSIM-Tutor’s
examples of bad textual cohesion, Freedman (1996c)
introduced turn planning to the CIRCSIM-Tutorproject.
Freedman (1996b) further described the distinction
between two different domains of planning Socratic
dialogue: one devoted to satisfying the goals of tutorial
dialogue (called the discourse planner here), and the turn
planner which is devoted to linguistic goals not solely
dependent on tutorial structure. The division comesabout
because tutorial goals and dialogue turns are not congruent:

one tutorial goal maybe realized by several dialogue turns
or a fragmentof a dialogue turn, conversely a dialogue turn
maycontain parts or all of several different tutorial goals.
Cawsey(1992) effects a similar distinction in the EDGE
dialogue-based explanation system. EDGEhas "content
planning rules" to plan explanations and "dialogue
planning rules" which, amongother tasks, integrate the
explanations into smoothdialogue turns.
The tutor’s penultimate turn in Figure 1 (reproduced
below) contains a clear exampleof whytutorial discourse
structure does not always match dialogue turn structure.
The first sentence results from the end of tutoring one
variable while the next results from the beginning of
tutoring the next:
A) Correct, the value of Cardiac Outputis
decreased.
Whatare the determinants of MeanArterial
Pressure?
That the two sentences serve widely separate tutorial goals
can be moreclearly expressed like this, using the discourse
marker now then:
B) Correct, the value of Cardiac Outputis
decreased.
Nowthen, what are the determinants of
MeanArterial Pressure?
Howeverin the absence of any other information, normal
conversational implicature might incorrectly lead the
student to temporarily believe that the two sentences are
successive steps in service of the same Socratic goal,
which can be expressed with the discourse marker and:
C) Correct, the value of Cardiac output is
decreased.
And what are the determinants of Mean
Arterial Pressure?
One purpose of the turn planner in CIRCSIM-Tutor
is to
be able to add discourse markers appropriately so that our
system generates B) or C) instead of A). Whichdiscourse
marker to insert, and or now then, is determined by the
relationships of the two sentences within one turn to the
overall tutoring goals. The idea is to generate turns as a
coherent whole, not a sentence at a time.

Previous Related Research
Like other interactive dialogue systems, CIRCSIM-Tutor
plans text to achieve a discourse goal, and then plans
additional text interactively according to the student’s
response (Woo 1991 and Freedman 1996a). It also
formulates the discourse plan in advanceand then executes
it incrementally. So, during the turn planning, a proformulated discourse plan is often being executed partially
before it completes, and the turn planner is always
prepared to replace the partial plan with a new one or
replan according the student’s feedback. These features
make the turn planning job closely related to both
opportunistic planning and incremental planning.

Opportunistic Planning
In the field of opportunistic planning, an opportunity is a
possibility
subject to a favorable combination of
circumstances. This combination of circumstancesmakes
the next step unexpected and unpredictable. Anefficient
way to plan under such uncertainty is to choose simple
plans and adapt them wheneverunpredicted circumstances
are encountered.
ILEX(the Intelligent Labeling Explorer) is an example
of an opportunistic text generation system. It generates a
dialogue between a visitor browsing an electronic museum
catalog and an agent helping to guide that visitor (Mellish
et al. 1998). It retrieves items from the catalog
automatically and generates a sequence of descriptions to
reflect the interests of the visitor. A feature of its planning
is to follow chains of relationships, one fact begetting
another, with the ultimate determination of whichfacts to
express being decided by the interests of the visitor and the
importanceof the fact to the agent’s owngoal.
Examples D) and E) from (Mellish et al. 1998)
show how ILEX can accrete one fact to another by
opportunistically followinga link in its knowledgebase:
D) Arts and CraRjewelrytends to be elaborate.
For instance, this jewel has floral motifs.
E) This jewel was designed by Jessie M. King.
King worked in London.
If we treat the primitive dialogue acts of CmCSlM-Tutor
as similar to the facts in ILEX’sworld, the similarity of
ILEXto our turn planning is that the choice of the next
primitive is alwaysdependenton the combinationof all the
previous primitives and the current primitive. The principal
difference is that the discourse of CIRCSIM-Tutoris
organized by schemata while the discourse of ILEXis
determined by exploring related facts in its knowledge
base.

Incremental Planning
As the nameindicates, incremental planning uses planning
rules to incrementally expand goals into subgoals. It
assumes that achieving one subgoal will not destroy the
effects of other subgoals. So, the original goal can be
carried out incrementally.
EDGE(the Explanatory Discourse GEnerator) is
exampleof an incremental text generation system used to
generate explanatory dialogue about electronic circuits
(Cawsey92). Since these explanations are interactive,
assumptions about the user’s background and the current
focus maychange during the process of the explanation.
So, too muchdetailed planning may be unnecessary and
redundant. An important planning idea of the EDGE
system is not to committo the details of the explanation
before it has to.
The discourse planning in the EDGEsystem proceeds
incrementally. The primitive action is executed as soon as
it is planned. In order to avoid redundancy, the planning
expandsa goal into subgoals in a depth-in’st hierarchical
manner. Whenthe system is given a topic to explain, it
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places this topic on the agenda. As the planning proceeds,
it selects a goal from the agenda and executes it, if it
corresponds to a primitive action. Otherwise, it selects a
planning rule to satisfy this goal and expands some
subgoals on the agenda according to this rule. At~er all
subgoalsare satisfied in a given order, the original goal is
satisfied as well.
The similarity of EDGE
to our turn planning is that the
discourse plan is carried out in the depth-fust hierarchical
manner. Once the turn planner has accumulated enough
dialogue primitives, it will generate a tutorial turn right
away. In this manner, our turn planner is fulfilling a
tutorial goal by incrementallysatisfying its subgoals.
Putting Together
Planning discourse at the level of a dialogue turn is not a
well-studied idea in natural language dialogue systems.
Thejustification for addingthis level of planningis to have
morefluent and coherent tutorial dialogue.
Reiter’s (1994) synthesis of natural languagegeneration
architectures bears a similarity to the planners in CIRCSIMTutor. He argues that content selection and planning of
rhetorical structure occur together. Our discourse planner
indeed performs these operations in concert. Reiter argues
for a pipelined architecture, and we propose that the turn
planner be interposed between our discourse planner and
our surface realization step forming a pipeline similar to
Reiter’s. Whatnovelty is in the turn planner comes from
the fact that it is knitting together utterances that are not
necessarily related. In the monologuegeneration systems
discussed by Reiter, this situation seemsnot to occur.
Since the idea is new, the turn planner has to glean
methodologies from other levels of discourse planning.
Twoof the most important methodologiesapplicable to the
CIRCSIM-Tutordomain are opportunistic planning and
incremental
planning.
The turn planner adopts
opportunistic strategies to plan the next tutorial turn
according to the student’s response and uses the
incremental strategies both to accumulate the dialogue
primitives within a tutorial turn and to carry out the
pedagogical goals incrementally.
Turn Planner in the CIRCSIM-Tutor Context
Most of the research in the CIRCSIM-Tutor
project is based
on the study of transcripts
of keyboard-to-keyboard
tutoring sessions taught by two physiology professors
experiencedin tutoring the topic. The students were firstyear medical students who were taking the physiology
class. Wehave about fifty one- and two-hour sessions,
consisting of morethan 5000turns.
The architecture of CIRCSIM-Tutordescribed in this
section started with Freedman’s (1996a) description
tutorial goal structure and discourse structure in the human
tutoring transcripts, together with the architecture that she
designated to support these structures in a computertutor.
Extending that analysis, Kimand Freedman produced a
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more comprehensiveset of goals that we are using as plan
operators (Kim1999, Kimet al. 1998a).
In CIRCSIM-Tutorthe discourse planner provides the
input to the turn planner, so wedescribe its salient features
here. Plans are based on schemata (Freedman1996b). One
schemadescribes a wayto satisfy a single goal in terms of
sub-goals and alternative goals. The essential features in
our application are:
1. The schemataare mostly hierarchical: the subgoals of
a schemaare satisfied by lower-level schemata.
2. The highest level schemacovers solving one problem,
most intermediate level schemata cover multiple dialogue
turns, the lowest cover one sentence or two or three. A
proposed curriculum planner (Cho and Evens 1999) picks
the procedure and makesother higher-level decisions.
3. There are two primitive operators, inform and elicit,
which satisfy the lowest level goals by describing a single
utterance.
4. The plan changes in response to student input. For
example the schema for the tutors-variable
goal has
several alternative sub-schemasfor different methodsof
tutoring that variable. If a student gives an incorrect
response to a question, an alternative method schema
might be tried or new goals might be inserted to get the
student back on track (Zhou and Evens 1999).
The discourse planner constructs enough conversation,
executing inform operators, until it executes an elicit
operator asking a question. The inform operators do not
cause sentences to be immediatelyemitted, instead they are
collected in a buffer until the system emits an elicit
operator. After executing elicit the planner pauses to await
the student’s answer. The buffer of utterances constituting
one turn of the tutor’s dialogue is the primary input to the
turn planner.
Also available to the turn planner is the tutorial goal
structure that producedeach utterance in the turn buffer.
Thus the turn planner has someaccess to the rhetorical
structure of the dialogue it is processing, e.g. whethertwo
adjacent utterances are in service of the sametutorial goal
and if so howthey are related.
The output of the turn planner is processed by the
sentence generator. Based on an analysis of selected
sentences in the transcripts (Kim et al. 1998b), the
sentences in CIRCSIM-Tutor’s
repertoire can be described
by a small numberof features, for example:
<dm><soft> what is the value of <var> <stage>?
wherethe place holders are:
<din> stands for optional discourse marker
<soft> stands for an optional politeness idiom,
e.g. "can you tell me"
<var>stands for a variable nameor abbreviation,
or a pronoun
<stage>stands for an optional prepositional
phrase denoting the stage of the problem
A final realization this sentence might be "Nowcan you
tell mewhat is the value of TPRin RR?"

Manyof the features needed for describing a sentence
correspond to features that the turn planner needs to
determine.
Figure 3 illustrates where turn planning fits in the
process of generating CIRCSIM=Tutor
dialogue.
Some Phenomena Handled by the Turn
Planner
An evaluation of CIRCSIM-Tutorby 50 students at Rush
Medical College demonstratedthat in the absence of a turn
planner its dialogue is already comprehensible.Our goal is
to makeit more fluent. Wetherefore have somelatitude in
picking which discourse features we choose to address.
Here are a few that we have studied:
1. Discourse Markers. As we have seen, the introduction
of a discourse marker can make clear the logical
relationship between two sentences or the relationship
of a sentence to the tutorial goal structure. For example,
we might attach "so" to the concluding question in the
course of tutoring one variable (Yanget al. 2000).
2. Acknowledgments.
In
human
dialogues,
acknowledgmentsof the correctness of student answers
are often reduced to a single word, appended to the
next sentence, or omitted entirely (Brandle 1998,
Spitkovsky
and Evens 1993).
Whether an
acknowledgment can be reduced and attached to the
next sentence depends on the syntax of the next
sentence and the relation of the next sentence to the
answer being acknowledged. However, since the
discourse planner emits an acknowledgmentseparately
from the succeeding utterance, it does not assume such
reduction is possible. In the dialogue in Figure I,
acknowledgements appear as whole sentences such as
"Sorry, the important determinant of Cardiac Output in
this case is not Heart Rate." The computer emits the
negation of the student’s assertion as part of the
acknowledgmentbecause the planner does not take into
consideration the context in whichit occurs.
3. Abbreviated Variable Names. The tutors usually
abbreviate variable names. Thus they prefer "CO"to
"Cardiac Output." Since they sometimes do not
abbreviate, and we believe there may be reasons for
occasionally preferring the spelled-out form, the turn
planner will have to make this decision (Yang et al.
2000).
4. Softeners. The tutors frequently use various politeness
formulas, e.g. asking "Can you tell me, what is ..." in
place of"Whatis .... "
Broadly, these choices are instances of lexical selection.
Since we are using schemata as planning operators, an
efficient wayof learning the options for lexical selection is
by searching for examplesof lexical usage in transcripts
marked-upwith tutoring schemata. Wesearch for instances
of the same schema expressed in different ways. After
further in-depth analysis of these instances, we can
establish rules for lexical selection.

Addressing only the four issues of discourse markers,
acknowledgmentreduction, variable name abbreviation,
and softeners, the dialogue in Figure 1 can be transformed
into the passage in Figure 2. Notice that the trnthconditional semantics of the tutor’s utterances have not
markedly changed, but the dialogue does read quite
differently.
T: Do you knowwhat are the determinants of
Cardiac Output?
S: hrsv
T: Andwhich determinant is dominantin this
case?
S: hr
T: Sorry, the important determinant of COin
this case is SV.
HRdidn’t change yet.
Is the relationship from SVto COdirect or
is it inverse?
S: direct
T: Good.
So what is the correct value of CO?
S: 0
T: No, consider the value of SV.
Whatis the correct value of CO?
S: down
T: Correct, the value of COis decreased.
Now,can you tell me what are the
determinants of MeanArterial Pressure?
S: co
T: Right .....
Figure 2. Dialogue from Figure 1 after Proposed Turn
Planning

Conclusion
CIRCSlM-Tutor, which is an attempt to imitate human
dialogue,
generates comprehensible
but stilted
conversation. This stiltedness results at least in part from
the fact that the discourse planner issues utterances in
accordance with a tutorial discourse plan that emits a
sentence at a time, without integrating the individual
sentences together. Webelieve that by adding a component
that post-processes the sentences within a single dialogue
turn we can improvethe rhetorical structure of our tutorial
turns to a reasonable level. This justification is also
compatible with the necessity of paragraph planning (Hovy
1990) and (Mann and Moore 1981).
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Figure 3: Context of Turn Planner in CIRCSIM-Tutor

